fischer Systems
For sanitary, heating, air conditioning installation and customized solutions
Buy fischer is more than just buying an assortment of proven products. Your benefit from the strength behind the leading brand and the years of experience of the fischer experts. You obtain the support you need whether it is a question of technique, marketing or direct sale. An additional benefit, which pays for itself.

fischer is the only company with its own development and production in all relevant divisions of fixing systems – steel, plastics and chemistry. Based on this we have produced thousands of products for different applications over fifty years while remaining flexible enough to develop customized solutions. This innovation has made fischer a market leader in fixing systems, which is evident in the areas:

- Sanitary installation
- Heating
- Air conditioning
- Customized solutions
Sanitary Installation.

Worldwide fischer offers the largest product portfolio for fixing systems solutions in the sanitary division. Our systems such as the fischer WB5N Kit have become ubiquitous as standard fixings. While developing our products we have always the end user in our focus. Thereby our standards are of highest quality and installation is very simple.
Air conditioning.

Our very stable but aesthetic wall holders are the optimal products to fix your external air conditioners. Our wide range of holders ensures we always have the right dimension for your application. Reliable and simple to mount, fischer is the perfect partner for fixing ventilation systems.
Heating.

From the heaters to gas thermic appliances and boilers, you can find with fischer products to provide the optimal fixing solution. Our systems are tested on long life-cycles and fulfil the latest standards.
Customized solutions.

Fischer fixing systems offers customers not only ideal standards, but also individual customer solutions. If the requirement is for a more aesthetic product to simplify installation or to offer a custom solution to your problem, you will find intelligent and efficient solutions with Fischer.

- **Modification:** With us your fixing problem is in good hands. We can modify our standard product in packaging, colour, dimensions and/or material according to your requirements.

- **Workshops:** Our development department will be glad to arrange workshops with you here at the Fischer academy or on your site.

- **Customized Solution:** Innovation is one of our guide values. We would like to support you in the product development process of your innovation. Fischer takes on the complete development of individual systems from the idea to the final product.
fischer – complete solutions

fischer fixing systems offer a full range of plastic, steel and chemical fixings. We offer worldwide on-site support to our customers. Our systems provide innovative solutions to fixing problems in the fields of sanitary, heating, climate and custom solutions.

Design Consulting
fischer supports the designer through consultations during the planning stage as well as in the selection and sizing of fixing systems. fischer is present from planning to the worksite, assessing the specifications and targeting requirements to produce the most technically appropriate solution.

fischer’s solutions ensure maximum quality and safety through international testing and certification and laboratory tests carried out by skilled technicians at its headquarters in Germany.

Worksite Assistance
fischer’s technical assistance is available at the worksite to supply specialist support in the correct use and installation of its systems and solutions. This is fundamental, especially for application environments that are particularly complex and specialized, such as large-scale construction projects and applications in seismically active environments.

Training
fischer’s training academy carries out ongoing training activities through courses developed in line with standards, theory and applications.

Technical Information Service
A dedicated technical support department provides a rapid, knowledgeable and skilled response, right from the initial request.

Applications, Technical Manuals, Dedicated Software
fischer’s know-how and experience is collected in many technical publications and our catalogue. The software application “Compufix” is also available in updated version.
fischer FIXPERIENCE.
The design and information software suite.

- The modular design program includes engineering software and application modules.
- The software is based on international design standards (ETAG 001 and EC2, such as EC1, EC3 and EC5), including the national application documents. All common force and measurement units are available.
- Incorrect input will be recognized and the software gives tips to get a correct result. This ensures a safe and reliable design every time.
- The graphical display can easily be rotated through 360°, panned, tilted or zoomed as required.
- The 3D display gives a detailed and realistic image.
- The “live update” feature helps to keep the program up to date ensuring you are always working with the latest version.
- Free download and updates at www.fischer.de/fixperience-en

Our service to you.
We are available to you at any time as a reliable partner to offer technical support and advice:

- Our products range from chemical resin systems to steel anchors through to nylon anchors.
- Competence and innovation through own research, development and production.
- Global presence and active sales service in over 100 countries.
- Qualified technical consulting for economical and compliant fastening solutions. Also on-site at the construction site if requested.
- Training sessions, some with accreditation, at your premises or at the fischer ACADEMY.
- Design and construction software for demanding applications.

Regional Presence

U.A.E
fischer FZE (Regional Office)
R/A 07, BA 01 - 04
Jebel Ali Free Zone
Dubai, UAE
P. O. Box 261738
Tel: +971 4 883 7477
Fax: +971 4 883 7476
Email: enquiry@fischer.ae

Abu Dhabi
Tel: +971 2 552 5777
Fax: +971 2 552 6566
Email: enquiry@fischer.ae

State of Qatar
Tel: +974 4036 3100
Fax: +974 4471 0898
Email: qatar@fischer.ae

Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
Tel: +966 13 8140866
Fax: +966 13 8140855
Email: saudi@fischer.ae

Sultanate of Oman
Tel: +968 24445425/26/27/28/30
Fax: +968 24445423
Email: oman@fischer.ae

Pakistan
Tel: +923 01 8266216
Email: pakistan@fischer.ae

Kingdom of Bahrain
Tel: +973 17408090
Fax: +973 17404323
Email: bahrain@fischer.ae

State of Kuwait
Tel: +965 2481 8786, +965 2482 5972
Fax: +965 2481 8385
Email: kuwait@fischer.ae

Follow us:

www.fischer.ae